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… AND NOW A JUMPING SPIDER MIMICKING A CATERPILLAR!

This spider was recently described from Hong Kong. It is the first spider known to mimic a caterpillar, in this case a
lichen moth caterpillar in the family Erebidae: Arctiinae, Lithosiini. The spider’s scientific name is Uroballus carlei, rather
nicely named for Eric Carle (b. 1929), the American illustrator and author of more than 70 books for children and adults.
His most renowned books include ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’, which chronicles the growth and metamorphosis
of a caterpillar, and ‘The Very Busy Spider’.
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About the Spider Club
The Spider Club of Southern Africa is a non-profit organisation. Our aim is to encourage an interest in arachnids –
especially spiders and scorpions - and to promote this interest and the study of these animals by all suitable means.
Membership is open to anyone – people interested in joining the club may apply to any committee member for
information.
Field outings, day visits, arachnid surveys and demonstrations, workshops and exhibits are arranged from time to time.
A diary of events and outings is published at the end of this newsletter.

Our Mission Statement
“The Spider Club provides a fun, responsible, social learning experience, centred on spiders, their

relatives and on nature in general.”
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TOXIN ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER?
This edition of the Spider Club News could be called the Latrodectus special – we have several articles on button spiders,
and spider bite (though not a Latrodectus bite), as well as a piece from Rick Vetter about the terminology surrounding
venom. I will certainly follow his recommendations in future, as they make the whole topic of venom in spiders very
clear.
Our photo spread is by Cecile Roux, who grew up in Upington, and revisited recently, exploring the spider fauna of the
area. It is the first time we have showcased Kalahari spiders, so we hope that you enjoy it.

Yours in spidering

Joan
ANNOUNCEMENT - RUAN LAMBRECHTS
Some sad news (for us in the Spider Club), but a new chapter for one of our members. Ruan Lambrechts and his young
family are about to emigrate to New Zealand. Ruan has been a member of the Spider Club since he was a small child
interested in spiders, and has served on the committee for a number of years. His contribution in fielding public
queries, both on email and Facebook, has been exemplary. His expert knowledge, and cheery disposition, will be missed
by us all. We wish him and his wife Candace, and children Joshua and Rachel good luck and hope he stays in touch and
tells us about the spiders of New Zealand.
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FROM THE HUB
Through spring, summer and autumn we arrange field events in or near Gauteng about once a month, alternating between
Sundays and Saturdays. We try to alternate between west, south east and north of the province. It’s a hands-on exercise
and great way to familiarise yourself with the local spider fauna and the events are often followed up with preliminary,
on-site identification of the spiders. During our short winter we generally have at least two identification courses.
There are 307 South African members of the Spider Club of SA and 278 of them live in Gauteng, that’s 90% of our
membership. So where are the Gautengese? We never know beforehand if any people will arrive so the organizer of any
event simply HAS to be at the venue. Some well-brought-up folk will always say if they are unable to attend and that is
really appreciated. You know who you are, so thank you.
Here are three examples:- on Sunday 20th January we visited Klipriviersberg, only three of us attended, Joan, Jacky and I.
The idea was to use sweep nets and do hand collecting to record web-living spiders for Joan’s ongoing survey of this
beautiful reserve. The morning turned out really cold, so spiders were as scarce as the spider hunters. The only record
of note was an adult male black button spider, probably Latrodectus renivulvatus.
The February field trip was to Hennops Hiking Trails in Northwest Province on Saturday 16th February. I arrived on time
at this very popular hiking venue and waited, and waited. Not one single Spider Club member arrived. A young family
with two enthusiastic small boys had seen our post on Facebook and they did the spider walk. They are not Spider Club
members. The spiders were obliging and we saw hundreds of young Nephila fenestrata, (black-legged golden orb-web
spiders), both female and male, two tropical tent-web spiders (Cyrtophora citricola), many feather legged spiders
(Uloborus plumipes) and Miagrammopes, the single line web spider. Further on one of the boys found a lovely green
Tetragnatha guarding her egg sac under a curved grass leaf and I found a male, presumably the same species, nearby.
There were phyxelidid webs in rock crevices and pisaurids hiding behind the tree labels. When we reached the
grassland we found several crab spiders, grass orb-web spiders and one juvenile Argiope (garden orb-web spider) I WISH
you had been there too. The trail is only about an hour’s pleasant drive from Sandton.
In complete contrast on 27th October we were invited to Faerie Glen Nature Reserve to take the friends of Faerie Glen
Nature Reserve on a spider walk. Around 40 people turned up and 16 of them were Spider Club members!
We have been asked to arrange a field trip next spring near St Lucia in KZN. What if we make all the arrangements, get
in our cars and drive all the way there from Joburg and NO MEMBERS TURN UP?
I am completely confused and I’m asking you with tears in my eyes to tell us what you want.

Astri Leroy
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BOOKS -

By Joan Faiola

The Naming of the Shrew – A Curious History of Latin
Names - John Wright; Bloomsbury 2014:
Paperback - 303 pages
ISBN 978-1-4088-6555-2
Price around R183 at https://www.loot.co.za

I found this book by accident on the NHBS website – it has been around for five years now.
Birders don’t use Latin names – they don’t really have to because birding is practiced by lots of people who all know the
local common names, and every bird has one of those.
People who follow plants, insects and arachnids are forced to know the scientific names of the organisms they study,
because many of those organisms do not have a common name, especially spiders. Lots of people I know in our world
of arachnids just cannot get their heads around the Latin names, (this would be among the amateur enthusiasts, not the
scientists) but maybe if they read this book they might be encouraged to try.
The author writes with a light touch, and often with great humour, which makes this book enjoyable to read. He
explains why we use Latin names, why Latin and Greek are the basis of scientific names, and describes the rules and
history of naming. Of course there is an entire chapter on the father of taxonomy, Linnaeus. But the author also covers
the history of taxonomy that preceded the great man. You might also enjoy some of the absurdities in naming that he
uncovers.
One thing I did not know was that Zoology and Botany follow slightly different rules. For me, who loves plants just as
much as I love spiders, this explained a lot.
I highly recommend this book, especially to those of us who battle with Latin names.

Jonathan Leeming’s 2nd edition of his Scorpions of
Southern Africa
Jonathan’s new updated edition of Scorpions of Southern Africa was published
recently, by Struik Nature. The book will be reviewed in the next edition of Spider
Club News.
You can get it for around R185 at various outlets.
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NEWS
Yebo Gogga
Yebo Gogga 2019 is happening from 7 – 12 May 2019 (Closed 8 May for elections)
Time: 08:30 – 15:00 weekdays and 9:00 - 16:00 weekend
Venue: Oppenheimer Life Sciences Building, East Campus, University of the Witwatersrand
More information at https://www.wits.ac.za/yebogogga/
LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE!

Scorpion app for Android
The Africa Scorpion Research app is available for download from the Google Play Store. You can identify scorpions on
your own and you can upload photos and get help with identification. Basic first aid pointers are available on the app.
And so much more. It costs R99.99. Perhaps one of our readers can write a review …………

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details…
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A QUESTION OF IMMUNITY
By Astri Leroy
You have some great people on The Spider Club steering committee, Ruan Lambrechts is one of them. He is a very busy
man with a young family and a day job but still found time to field most of the queries that pop into our mailbox. Like so
many South Africans with young families, Ruan will soon sadly be leaving our shores to settle in New Zealand. A great
many of the queries end with such vexatious questions as: “Is it poisonous?” or “Is it dangerous?” “This is a spider bite,
what spider bit me?” “Is it deadly/toxic?” or the queries start with: “I have a baby/small children/dogs/cats” implying
that spiders might harm them - it is probably the other way round! Here’s a lovely example which he answered with his
usual tact.
I think I may have a 6 eyed sand spider on my property in Newlands/Clarmont (sic), Cape Town. I have attached a
picture below, in this position it is about thumb size.
Please could you let me know if it is one - apparently they are dangerous. I have small dogs and a British housemate
who has no immunity to Southern Hemisphere spider bites.
Ruan’s reply:
Good afternoon
Your spider is a harmless Hairy field spider (Neoscona sp.). They build beautiful orb webs at night and then take them
down in the morning. 6 eyed sand spiders are found in arid desert areas, so would not be found where you are. The
spider would have no effect on pets or people even if there was such a thing as immunity to certain hemisphere spider
venoms.
Ruan
Ruan’s later comment:
Astri or Jonathan, I await your book detailing how I am immune to venom of Southern African spiders but not Northern
hemisphere ones...
So now you know that it could be very dangerous to cross the equator, your “immunity to spider venom” may be impaired.
The lady who posed the question is not on our mailing list so we won’t be hurting anyone’s feelings! Ruan might also
have pointed out that she should check the spelling of the suburb in which she lives (Claremont), but he’s a good guy and
doesn’t like hurting folks’ feelings.
This question of toxicity of spider venom comes up again and again. The worst ones are pictures of horrid infections from
supposed bites. Again and again we have to say that there is no way of knowing the cause of these nasty skin infections
that it is probably not a bite at all and vanishingly unlikely that it was caused by a spider bite. But every now and then a
positive identification of a spider as the culprit does occur. On pages 9 and 10 I have posted some pictures of such an
infection with the details of how it occurred, and also what happened to my niece, visiting from the Northern Hemisphere
(!) when she was bitten by mosquitoes.
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IS IT OR ISN’T IT (A SPIDER BITE)?
The story of Mary’s leg and Quentin’s toe
By Astri Leroy
• This is Mary’s leg:

Have a look at these lesions. Spider bites, right? Wrong, but they look remarkably like some “spider bite”
pictures that get sent to us so that we can identify the culprit. Of course there is no way we can do this and we
politely say that we can identify spiders but cannot diagnose the cause of a skin lesion.
These lesions showed up on my Irish niece’s legs after a visit to Pilanesberg National Park. The nastiest one was
on her small toe which apparently later became a suppurating sore, but she had gone home by then and didn’t
send me pictures. Of course, she immediately blamed spiders because her aunt (me) is nuts enough to be
interested in them. My first reaction was to ask if she was diabetic. Yes, she is and has been for years which
probably accounts for the impressive reaction to mosquito bites. John and I were munched by mozzies too but
had nothing much to show for it but then we are not diabetic.

• and this is Quentin’s toe
Several weeks later, Quentin Lang phoned to say he had been bitten by a violin spider (Loxosceles sp). I am
never fully convinced until I have the spider to identify myself. I did not see the spider, so was it or wasn’t it?
But it seems likely that he is right.
He was getting ready to go to gym and when putting on his socks felt a pinprick on his big toe. He removed the
sock to see what it was and found what he thought was a spitting spider. Spitting spiders can look remarkably
like small, delicate violin spiders except for the raised carapace. Unfortunately, Quentin discarded the spider
corpse at the time so we don’t really have proof. He thought nothing more about it till the next day his toe
became inflamed and very itchy, again he took very little notice until it became a painful and ugly lesion which
took several weeks to heal. Here are a series of photos of the lesion.
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The pictures above were taken several days apart and the wound healed within three weeks.
Quentin treated the lesion by leaving off closed shoes until it had healed, and keeping the area dry and clean
using a veterinary disinfectant and dry wound spray, as well as taking a course of the antibiotic Augmentin SR
which is used to treat many different infections caused by bacteria, such as sinusitis, pneumonia, ear infections,
bronchitis, urinary tract infections, and infections of the skin.
I suppose I have a nasty suspicious mind, but without the spider to definitely identify, this does not constitute
proof that the lesion was caused by a bite from a violin spider, but I know Quentin and he is probably correct.
Alternatively, an ingrown hair or other small pimple irritated by chafing from shoes and socks could have caused
this sore.
The jury is still out, who knows?
(Ed: I just don’t understand how spiders get into socks. A friend of mine once put his foot into a sock containing a large
rain spider (Palystes superciliosus)!! He was not bitten.
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ON THE NAMING OF LATRODECTUS
By David Chaplin
Whenever this genus comes up for discussion, comments often turn to the differences between ‘widow’ and ‘button’
spiders. It is often strongly, even vehemently, stated that “South Africa has no widow spiders. We only have button
spiders”. This is most misleading.
There is no scientific precision in so-called common names, so there is no firm arachnological way to settle such an
argument definitively. To know with precision what you are talking about, using the binomial name is the only objective
standard of rigour. With common names, it’s more a matter of general and local language use. A linguistic issue rather
than a biological one.
Throughout much the English-speaking world, spiders in the genus Latrodectus are known as widow spiders. SA is
(partially) an exception in that we -most of us - use the term button spider when referring to these animals.
There are dozens of different species of Latrodectus spiders throughout the world. And several of those species are
called ‘black widow’. The US has at least 3 species, L mactans, L.hesperus and L.variolus. They are all medically
significant. And they may also have some form of red ventral markings, usually an hour-glass. Juveniles are often quite
differently marked.

Left: Latrodectus mactans (Southern
Black Widow) showing ventral ‘hourglass’
marking (From Wikipedia)

South Africa has four distinct species that we call ‘black button’: L cinctus, L indistinctus, L karooensis and L renivulvatus.
Each is somewhat regionally bound, all are medically significant, and all could have some sort of red dorsal markings (I
for one would struggle to tell the difference between them). For all practical purposes, whether you are dealing with an
American L mactans or a SA L.cinctus, you’re effectively facing a black widow. Or a black button spider. Australia has one
key species, L. hasselti. Also black with red dorsal markings, and also significantly toxic to humans. They tend to call
them Redbacks, but they are also widow spiders.

Right: Latrodectus hasselti (Australian
Redback) showing dorsal marking (From
Wikipedia)
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All of these black widow/buttons have more or less the same level of venomosity and toxicity to humans, whether the
African, American or Australian, give or take a few LD50 points.
So much for the black button spiders. The four South African ones (NB see next article) tend to be quite rare and are
only infrequently sighted.
SA also has two brown button/widow spiders: L rhodesiensis, quite rare and regionally bound, possibly encountered on
the highveld. And then we have L geometricus. This is the button queen of suburbia. Just about every house has some,
somewhere.
Left: L. renivulvatus. Photo Peter
Webb. From ARC Fact Sheet 2013-6
Right: L. geometricus (black form)
Photo Peter Webb
From ARC Fact Sheet 2013-5
Both fact sheets found at
http://www.arc.agric.za/arcppri/Pages/Biosystematics/SANSA.aspx

Wherever you are in SA, if you see a button spider, it is most likely to be one of these. The colour may be anywhere
from pale cream to pitch black, with or without vague brownish patterned markings, and they all have a ventral red
marking shaped like an hourglass. (No South African black button/widows have that marking). This species is the most
cosmopolitan of the lot, as they are also widespread internationally, and in other countries they are widely known as ...
brown widow spiders! They are less medically significant than any of the ‘black’ species, but still said to be medically
important. However their behaviour is inoffensive, shy and retiring, and they are very, very reluctant to bite. The males
of all species are sexually dimorphic, being much smaller and with absolutely no resemblance to the females, and are
not medically important.
The bottom line: a rose by any name smells as sweet. Button spiders are widow spiders, and widow spiders are button
spiders, whatever species they may be. Black widows may be any one of a fair number of particular species depending
on where you are, but there’s not much to choose between them practically. But wherever you are, any brown widow
or button you see is very likely to be from the same species, L. geometricus. (Unless you’re lucky enough to see a
rhodesiensis). Whether you happen call it a button spider or a widow spider will mostly depend on what sort of English
you grew up speaking, but it’s still basically the same animal.

ON THAT NOTE ……… WE HAVE A NEW BUTTON SPIDER! (OR WIDOW …)
And it is a beauty.
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THEN THERE WERE SEVEN - A NEW Button Spider species for South Africa
Note by Joan Faiola

The sensational news of a new species of button spider for South Africa was all over the local press and the internet
recently. Zululand (in northern Kwa-Zulu Natal) has produced yet another charismatic spider species, this time at
Phinda Private Game Reserve next to iSimangaliso Wetland Park (formerly St. Lucia Wetland Park). The first specimens
of this were found at Tembe Elephant Park to the north, but research was kick-started after its discovery at Phinda. It is
a sand forest species, so one might expect to find specimens at Ndumo and Mkuze Game Reserves as well, since Mkuze
is next to Phinda and Ndumo is next to Tembe, and all have patches of the unique and threatened KZN sand forest
habitat. Sand forest extends into Southern Mozambique, and the species can therefore be predicted to occur there too.
The female of this spider has patterns on BOTH dorsal and ventral aspects of its abdomen, and makes a purple egg sac.
Once the new species is confirmed South Africa will have seven species of button spider (Latrodectus spp).
A paper is in peer-review at present. We will include an article with full description of the spider, both the female and
the male, as soon as the paper is accepted.

The above photo was lifted from the Zululand Observer at https://zululandobserver.co.za/185376/new-button-spiderspecies-confirmed-zululand/ published on 8th February 2019. Photo © Luke Verburgt
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COMMENTS ON THE WIDOW SPIDER EATING A SNAKE IN CANADA, AND
SUGGESTED TERMINOLOGY AROUND VENOM IN SPIDERS
By Rick Vetter
Arachnologist (retired) at University of California Riverside
I finally read through the most recent Spider Club News. It was very nice to see the decoratively colored SA Loxosceles
whereas all the species I deal with are drab and uniformly colored.
Being a stickler as I think most arachnologists are, I comment as follows in regard to the widow spider eating a snake. It
states that that photo was taken in British Columbia which is the furthest west province of Canada. If so, the species
would be Latrodectus hesperus not L. mactans. Latrodectus hesperus is the western black widow and the only Latro.
species in western North America whereas L. mactans is the southern black widow found in the southeastern U.S. to
about the mid point of the country.
Incidentally I am junior author on a paper coming out in J. Arachnology (next issue) on mammals eaten by spiders,
mostly widows. The senior author is Martin Nyffeler. I was gifted with authorship to supply my venom knowledge so
my contribution was minor.
Also, a semantic point that I am trying to push through spider toxinology*. IN the Club News, H. Steinkampf discusses
the “most venomous spiders”. I am trying to get people to use the following set of standards
- “venomous” is an anatomical description of a creature that has venom glands, venom ducts and a hardened structure
(sting or fang) for hypodermic introduction of a potentially dangerous substance into a target organism. By its nature, it
has a deleterious effect on a target organism but does not necessarily imply an effect on humans.
- “poisonous” is an anatomical description of a creature or plant with poison glands but no duct or hardened structure
for introduction which causes a potentially dangerous substance toward a target organism but deployment usually
topical exposure or ingestion and does not imply an effect. Can also be a chemical (pesticides, mercury).
- “toxic” means a venom or poison has an effect.
A cobra snake is venomous because it has venom glands, venom ducts and fangs for introduction. It is toxic to humans
because a bite causes deleterious results. However, to a mongoose (immune to cobra venom), a cobra is lunch. In
America, we have poison ivy and poison oak which causes massive blistering through topical contact (I am very sensitive
to it); however deer eat the stuff. There are many tiny parasitic wasps that have venom and hence are venomous. Yet if
they sting humans there is no effect due to small size or inability to pierce skin.
To say one is seeking the “most venomous spiders” would imply quantity of venom. The correct term would be “most
toxic spiders to humans”
Rick

*Toxinology is the scientific discipline dealing with microbial, plant and animal venoms, poisons and toxins.
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NEW CERATOGYRUS SPECIES FOR ANGOLA
Note by Joan Faiola
John Midgley of the Kwazulu-Natal Museum, and Ian Engelbrecht of Pretoria University have published a new paper on
baboon spiders in Angola, including a new species of Ceratogyrus, as well as range extensions for some established
species, and possibly some more unnamed species.
Due to the prolonged civil war in Angola, a lot of work is required to map the flora and fauna of this large country. The
National Geographic Okavango Wilderness Project (OWP) was initiated in 2015 to rectify the situation and investigate
biodiversity in the entire Okavango catchment of Angola, Namibia and Botswana, and to introduce sustainable
conservation in the area. This paper is one of the results of the Project.
The new species, Ceratogyrus attonïtifer, has an enormous horn on its back, and is aptly named, as the etymology of the
name is described thus:
“The specific epithet is derived from the Latin root attonit–, meaning astonishment or fascination, and the suffix –fer,
bearer of or carrier, and refers to the astonishment felt by the authors at the discovery of this remarkable species.”

And the horn is a huge surprise, as, unlike other Ceratogyrus species, the horn is enormously long, and not sclerotised
(converted to hardened or toughened tissue). In fact, it looks quite floppy. There has always been speculation as to
why spiders such as Ceratogyrus have a foveal horn. That speculation increases when one considers the bizarre horn of
C. attonitifer. Only the female is described in the paper. I await with bated breath a description of the male, though it is
likely that he will have a similar horn.
The area is described as Miombo woodland, dominated by Brachystegia sp. This raises the question of whether this
species has a more widespread distribution in other areas of Africa where this vegetation dominates.
The other important observations in this interesting paper must not be overlooked. There are more possible new
species to be described, and the fact that the ranges of several existing species in various genera are hereby expanded is
of the utmost importance in the context of conservation efforts. Angola is another jewel in the crown of south-central
Africa, and much information is now emerging about its biodiversity and importance to Africa as a whole.
Citation:
Midgley JM, Engelbrecht I (2019) New collection records for
Theraphosidae (Araneae, Mygalomorphae) in Angola, with
the description of a remarkable new species of Ceratogyrus.
African Invertebrates 60(1): 1-13.
https://doi.org/10.3897/afrinvertebr.60.32141
Reference: https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/2019/02/new-tarantula-species-horn-on-back/
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SPIDERS FROM THE NORTHERN CAPE
The Kalahari around Upington
By Cecile Roux
From arachnophobe to arachnophile. Spiders used to terrify me and I never would have guessed that this fear would
turn into love. The journey began when my children were born and I knew that I wanted to teach them respect for life,
all life. So I started tolerating spiders, allowing them to share the house with us. A couple of years ago I was gifted a
camera and a macro lens, and a love affair with insects began. I gingerly started to photograph spiders as well, and was
really blown away by their beauty, the endless variety and their interesting behaviour. A whole new world opened up.
I grew up in Upington, and love the Kalahari. The dry beauty, the red sand, grass and stones, shimmering heat and harsh
cold winter nights. I often come back to the area to visit family, and now, armed with my camera, I love searching for
spiders in the veld. I have a soft spot for the small spiders surviving and indeed thriving in this unforgiving environment.
The veld may look dry and devoid of life, but when you go down to ground level, there is magic all around!
Spiders can be masters of camouflage, and the Kalahari spiders turn it into an art form. I go out into the veld looking for
invisible beauty, and it always takes my breath away when patience makes it visible. Waiting for something to move,
some part of the red and yellow and white background to turn into life. The running spiders, Philodromidae, are
beautiful. Hirriusa are quite common here, sometimes hard to photograph, they move so fast - their legs blurring,
making them look like little orange balls rolling on the sand. Most are quite small, but I have found some stunning
larger leggy ones.
This past summer, the Gnaphosidae were the most abundant. I like these small spiders, they are often overlooked, not
being colourful or impressive. The sand blurred with small sandy Asemesthes, they remind me of tiny mice! A more
boldly marked spider turned out to be another species of Asemesthes. I also found a stunning and colourful spider, one I
have never seen before, and Astri suggested that it could be Gallieniellidae (Drassodella sp?)
The best find this summer was my first violin spider (Loxosceles sp). And what a beautiful one! Lovely orange-brown
colour, almost looking glittery in the afternoon sunshine.
I noticed spider nests high up in grass tufts. Curious, I gently opened one, and found a beautiful golden Salti inside. I did
not know they constructed nests like this; I still have so much to learn. Most of the other jumping spiders I see here
typically have reddish hair to fit in with the red sand. Beautiful. I have always had a soft spot for redheads. But this pale
beauty could be Thyene because of the black tufts near the posterior median eyes.
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Another favourite is the Lynx spiders (Oxyopidae). There are lovely green ones, but most of them are white or just offwhite, to blend in with the dry white and yellow grass.
The grass funnel web spiders are abundant, but I could take only one photograph of one, and I suspect that it was out of
its nest and missing a leg because I inadvertently destroyed its nest. One tries to walk around with such caution, but big
fumbling humans always do some damage.
The veld is dotted with wolf spider nests. You don't nearly see them free running as often as here down in the Western
Cape. I gently try to lure them out of the nests with a blade of grass, but only have success once in a while. They come
out carefully, inspect the blade of grass with their feet, and withdraw again. And I apologise for misleading them.
I don't find many sac spiders in the dry Northern Cape. But was surprised by a beautiful African long-legged sac spider in
a garden once. Also in the garden, I disturbed an ant nest, and running between the ants was a tiny jumping spider,
looking like them, waving his front legs in the air like antennae. It could be Natta.
My most recent find was something unexpected and beautiful. I love the small round headed spiders around my home. I
love the way they move, I like their shape and the way they hold their legs. And in the Kalahari I found Big Brother!
Possibly Uroctea schinzi (Oecobiidae). Much larger than the ones at home, but the legs, the movements - so familiar!
They seem to feed on Camponotus ants. This was such a lovely find.
I hope to go back and discover more. The Kalahari is vast and I have covered only a minute part of it.

Above left: Philodromidae: Hirriusa sp

Above right: Gnaphosidae: Asemesthes sp – “tiny mice”

Above left: Another Asemesthes sp (Gnaphosidae)

Above right: Possibly Gallieniellidae – Drassodella sp
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Above: A truly beautiful violin spider - Loxosceles sp. (Sicariidae)

Above right: A red jumping spider (Salticidae)

Above left: Salticid nest ….

Above right: … the occupant – Thyene perhaps?

Above left: Oxyopes sp. Lynx spider (Oxyopidae)

Above right: Oecobiidae: Uroctea schinzi Desert roundheaded spider
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Above: African long-legged Sac Spider Cheiracanthium
africanum (now in the family Cheiracanthiidae)

Above left: another salticid

Top and above right: two different species of Lynx spider
Oxyopidae

Above right: Running spider: Philodromidae
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